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Little Paxton Primary School Governing Body 

Minutes for the meeting of the Full Governing Body 

held on Monday 25th April 2022 at 6.30pm 
Present: 

Samantha Byers    Parent Governor  Neil Donoghue  Co-opted Governor  

Andrew Kinglake Parent Governor  Nickie Moore  Head Teacher  

Stephen Robinson  Co-opted Governor Alex Simkin  Staff Governor  

Paul Warmington  LA Governor    

 

In attendance: 

Alice Davis   Clerk       

Alison Gatward  School Business Manager  

         

1. Welcome and apologies 
The Chair welcomed the Governing Body (GB) to the meeting. 
 

Apologies received and accepted from:  

Tim Gawler  Parent Governor Richard Fairbairn  Co-opted Governor 

Ian Cunningham  Parent Governor Victoria McAuley-Eccles  Co-opted Governor 

Austin Willett Parent Governor  

                                    

     The meeting was quorate. 

 

2. Declaration of interests and review of register of interests 2021/22 
There were no changes to interests declared.  
 

3. Governors’ responsibilities: Challenge, Scrutiny, Support  
The Chair reminded the GB of their role: 

● Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction; - Simple vision shared at previous meeting. 
● Holding the headteacher to account for the educational performance of the school and its pupils; and 
● Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure its money is well spent. 

 

4. Objectives for 2021/2022 School Year  
The Chair reminded the FGB of their objectives: 

● Ensuring that the school and governors are suitably prepared for OFSTED inspection 
● Providing continued oversight, scrutiny, challenge and support to ensure that the school delivers on the success criteria 

as set out in its development plan  
● Supporting the school to develop and correctly finance an Asset Management Plan   
● Supporting the school to develop more effective engagement with parents and guardians 

 
5. Approval of minutes from previous meeting 
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Minutes for FGB 28.03.22 were circulated for governors to review prior to the meeting. There were no 

comments, and the minutes were approved.  

6. Action Log 
Reference Detail Action Who Due 

2021/2022- 
003 

Follow up with Tracey 
Boram about governor 
position 

PW to follow up after further skills audit has been 
completed.  

PW, RF On 
hold  

2021/2022- 
008 

Review and update:  Instrument of Government, Governors’ Code of Practice, 
Standing Orders, Governing Body’s & Committees’ Terms of Reference, 
Constitution of the Committees of the Governing Body, Delegations of Decisions 
Planner 

  

PW, 
VME, 
IC, SR 

On 
hold 

2021/2022- 
021 

Safeguarding handover 
meeting 

SR to discuss with Nicky. Due to SR location is has 
been difficult to organise a suitable time. PW to 
discuss with SR. 

Meeting scheduled for Friday with SR and Head  

Head, 
PW 
and SR 

ASAP 

2020/2021- 
081 

FGB to look at limitations of 
pay scale ceilings and 
understand staff 
motivation, retention and 
pathways for progression. 
Piece of work for 2021-22. 

Already been done with the change to LSA, 
pathways and Phase leaders etc. Main Payscale to 
Upper Payscale – the pay policy doesn’t clearly 
define how this works. – CLT to work on. Evidence 
should be significant and sustained. Review pay 
policy to ensure it meets the needs of the school 
and addresses the issue of moving through to 
Upper Pay Scale.  

Head, 
IC and 
SB  

May 
Meeting   

2021/2022 
Feb 092 

Following the finance audit, PW will review the current policy and procedure 
with regards to ensuring that Third Party Contractors are correctly insured. This 
will be addressed at the upcoming leadership and management visit. 

Neil found latest version dated 2018 of school’s property maintenance guide. 
All the policies are in this so PW can compare these to the guidance to ensure 
they are compliant. 

PW ASAP 

2021/2022 
Mar 093 

RF to circulate the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to the GB. RF ASAP 

2021/2022 

Mar 094 

RF to send the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to AS (Action 093) and HT to send 
The Key guidance to AS ready for him to start reviewing the school website 
content regularly.  

RF, HT 
& AS 

ASAP 

 
7. Head-teacher’s report  

The HT reported that the new DHT started this term and has settled in very well. The HT asked the GB if 
it would be suitable for the DHT to attend the next FGB meeting so that she can meet the governors. It 
was felt that whilst this would be beneficial a more general social meeting would be more appropriate 
Hoping to attend the next meeting to meet the governors if this can be arranged. Governors recalled 
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the staff governor day earlier this year where the governors had an opportunity for an informal chat 
with staff over lunch and how beneficial this was for building relationships.  
QU: Could the school invite governors to inset days as a way of building relations with staff, even just 
for the lunch hour? It was felt that this might not be best opportunity due to various meetings and 
activities occurring throughout the day and many staff member utilising their lunch hour to prepare for 
the coming weeks lessons, but when the agenda suits this could be possible. It was felt that with 
enough notice most governors should be available. The GB have tried to bring in as many staff member 
into meetings for topic discussions to start to build relationships between governors and staff across 
the school.  
ACTION 095 
 
It was decided that the DHT should come into the meeting but governors should also meet her more 
informally. The CLT are currently thinking about arranging a coffee morning for parents to meet new 
DHT so governors could be involved in this. The CLT will send the date out to governors once finalised. 
The Chair encouraged governors to contact the new DH to meet with her one to one if they wish. 
ACTION 096 
 
The HT reported that AG has completed her SBM course and is now fully accredited. The GB 
congratulated AG on this.  
 
The HT reported that the SAT’s KS2 papers arrived today. Guidance received with the papers suggests 
that a governor/governors come in to check the processes ensuring papers are being stored properly 
and to attend one of the exams to see the process of distribution/collection/sending is all in order. SR 
and SB both volunteered to do this. SR will review the storage procedure when he comes for the 
safeguarding handover on Friday as he has experience with handling the SATs papers. SB and IC will 
come in during SAT’s week to observe an exam. 
 
The HT reported that the September intake for EYFS pupils is looking like 37. There are also 2 new 
children starting before the end of term. 
 
No safeguarding concerns were reported. The HT told governors that a child arrived at school today 
with a broken knee because of an injury at home. Following the safeguarding concern from last term a 
risk assessment has been created for the child that all staff will sign in the staffroom, and any staff 
working with the child will have it emailed to them directly. No safeguarding concerns were raised 
regarding the incident. 
Governors ask the CLT to raise to parents the importance of alerting the school of accidents as soon as 
possible so that risk assessments can be made. 
QU: Are parents included in creating the assessment? Yes, parents of the child and the child’s class 
teacher were present at the meeting. 
 
The caretaker’s house has been vacated ready for the new caretaker. 
 

8. Topic Discussion: Budget Plan 2022-2023 Presented by Alison Gatward. 
A copy of the budget presentation has been saved for reference.  
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AG reported that the school had received £91,945 more funding that projected for 2021-22 due to 
COVID grants and additional 1 to 1 support workers being required. Expenditure at year end was lower 
than projected, leaving a greater carried forward than expected.  
In 2022-23 AG has projected a 2.44% reduction in funding due to less children enrolling, a 50% increase 
in gas and electric costs and a 7.01% increase in total expenditure.  
For 2022-23 staff cost are projected at 1.5 million, accounting for 79% of expenditure which is less than 
previous years. The standard benchmark for staff costs is 75%. Whilst still high, as an RI school it is 
imperative that there is a focus on quality first teaching, which requires a strong team of staff. The 
staffing structure for September 2022 will include 2 teachers per class, 1 HTLA and 2 LSA’s per year 
group.  
 
QU: Will this staffing structure still ensure that the higher staff to pupil ratio in reception classes is 
met? Due to decreased intake number in 2023 this will not be affected. 
Currently each class has an LSA every morning, but from September there will be only one LSA for each 
year group. However, other members of support staff will be present within classrooms. 
 
QU: Are cleaners directly employed by the school? They will be from May 1st so will be included in staff 
costs going forward.  
 
AG reported that supply staff costs at LP are very low compared to other schools due to the higher 
levels of staff employed that can be moved where needed temporarily.  
Children with 1 to 1s will be spread across year group equally to ensure adult ratios in classes are equal, 
The new EHCP’s coming through in September 2022 were not included in the budget. Currently there 
will are 11 children with EHCP’s, and school must account for the first £6,000 of costs of support. Due 
to some year groups having no EHCP children in them the staff structure has been carefully considered 
so that the correct staff members are in the correct classes to be most effective for the children. With 
this structure LSA’s will be working with experiences HTLA’s allowing them to develop professionally 
.  
QU: Talking about 1 to 1’s working with groups, what would happen if the child receiving 1 to 1 support 
did not like the small group setting? The EHCP child always takes priority and their needs would be met 
first.   
 
Whilst ensuring EHCP children get the one-to-one support they need; it was felt that there needs to be 
a balance so that they don’t become overly dependent on an individual. This provides opportunities for 
one to ones to aid other children in the class whilst ensuring the needs of the child are being 
maintained. This is planned with the SENCo and parents to ensure the needs of the child are being met 
whilst giving them independence.  
 
QU: Is calling these support staff “1 to 1’s” creating a false expectation to parents? It was felt that this 
could be the case, and governors discussed changing the role name to “SEN support assistant” instead. 
Governors felt that it is important for EHCP children not to become overly reliant on individual staff, as 
it is not a realistic expectation for them to always be available due to absence, breaks etc.  
 
The staff training budget has been reduced, whilst building maintenance and H&S has been increase 
due to the CLT focussing on improving H&S currently, as well as the new caretaker coming in wanting 
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to begin making large scale improvements to the school grounds and buildings. The new caretaker also 
has various training he needs to complete so the additional funding will cover this.  
 
The SEN budget has been increased this year due to none of the budgeted money for 2021-22 being 
used. 
QU: What does the SEN budget go towards? Sensory materials, tactile toys, dictation software to aid 
children who struggle to write and reader pens for those who struggle with reading.  
New caretaker also has a lot of training he needs to complete so the funding will be needed for this.  
 
Concern was raised over the decrease in staff training funding, in particular the lack of evidence 
supporting the decision to decrease the funding. AG confirmed that the budget is only a proposal and 
will be tweaked before finalised, so this could be changed if it is felt it needs to be higher, as well as 
throughout the year if more funding is required. The local authority advisors are funded separately, not 
from this staff training pot. A governor discussed how at their previous school there was no staff 
training budget, everything was done in house, therefore £8,500 seems very positive in comparision.  
Another governor felt that it would be beneficial to see a more detailed breakdown of budget 
decisions, by looking at a breakdown of what was purchased in the previous year to make up the total 
expenditure. This allows for decisions made to be referred to the SDP to see the impact of the choices 
made.  
QU: Are there still free training resources available to staff that could be utilised? This will be 
investigated by the CLT, the school are already subscribed to the national college which provide 
excellent training as part of the subscription. 
 
QU: Does the budget get presented to staff? The budget has never been shared with staff before and 
would need to be carefully managed if it was as to not discourage staff. 
 
The cleaners are going to being employed directly by the school from May 1st.  Due to a poor service 
being received from the contracted company it was decided that this would be a beneficial change. The 
cost of hiring the cleaners directly and through the agency work out to be very similar, however it was 
felt that it would be much more beneficial to have them directly employed by the school as they can be 
managed in house. The cleaners from the company used by LP are moving over to being directly 
employed so the team is not changing. 
 
Sports premium funding is being spent on the installation of a new running track at the school.  
QU: What size is the track? a single track of 160m. 
COVID catch up funding needs to be used by end of July; this is being looked at with DH.  
The capital expenditure plan looks to replace 2 toilet blocks, look at drainage in the YR1 area and the 
kitchen floor. This will be looked at with the new caretaker.  
 
The GB and Head thanked AG for all her hard work getting the budget together, and felt it was the 
most detailed explanation of the budget yet. Governors were left feeling fully informed and confident 
in their understanding of the budget, as well as confidence that school are taking the necessary steps 
to ensure quality teaching for the pupils.  
 
QU: Gas and electric costs have already been increased by 50%, will this go up again? When building 
the budget, the financial advisor advised the 50% increase so hopefully this will be enough to cover any 
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future increase. The CLT felt it was important for staff to be vigilant and mindful of turning lights off 
etc.  
 
QU: Will there be any challenges in response to decreases in the budget, particularly staffing, and how 
will we mitigate these? The head will be looking at the SEF at the end of the week with the DH, so this 
will be looked at then. The SDP will be written ready for the June meeting and any concerns can be 
included in this. The CLT also noted that from the following September the school are looking at 
reducing classes and restructuring the current staff to do this. 
QU: Are we likely to lose any staff at the end of this year? Not that CLT are aware of.  
It was felt a named person or link governor should be allocated regarding addressing the change in 
staffing and the challenges that come with it to aid the CLT with this wherever possible. 

 
The Chair asked for the governors’ thoughts on what should happen next considering the absences at 
tonight’s meeting. It was felt that all the governors need to review the budget presentation before it 
can be signed off so this will be distributed and electronically agreed by governors’ emails. The 
document needs to be signed off by 7th May. The budget presentation will be emailed out to all 
governors along with questions minute from tonight’s meeting. Comments from governors are to be 
received by 29th April.  
 

 
9. Link Governor Reports  

No reports received.  
 

10. Policies  
Exclusion policy  
The 2022 guidance has been updated to refer to these as suspensions, not fixed term exclusions. This 
will be amended. 
 
● School Complaints policy 

● Exclusion policy 

● Lettings policy 

 
All ratified once amended to incorporate comments received by governors prior to the meeting.  
 

11. Training opportunities 
Nothing to comment today  
 

12. Correspondence received 
No correspondence received  
 

13. Safeguarding  
No safeguarding concerns were raised from the meeting. 

14. Any other urgent business 
None. 
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15. Dates of next meetings of the Governing Body 
Next meeting Monday 23rd May 2022 at 6:30pm 

Meeting closed at 20:15 pm  

Actions carried forward  

Reference Detail Action Who Due 

2021/2022- 
003 

Follow up with Tracey 
Boram about governor 
position 

PW to follow up after further skills audit has been 
completed.  

PW, RF On 
hold  

2021/2022- 
008 

Review and update:  Instrument of Government, Governors’ Code of Practice, 
Standing Orders, Governing Body’s & Committees’ Terms of Reference, 
Constitution of the Committees of the Governing Body, Delegations of Decisions 
Planner 

  

PW, 
VME, 
IC, SR 

On 
hold 

2021/2022- 
021 

Safeguarding handover 
meeting 

SR to discuss with Nicky. Due to SR location is has 
been difficult to organise a suitable time. PW to 
discuss with SR. 

Meeting scheduled for 29/04 with SR and Head. 

Head, 
PW 
and SR 

ASAP 

2020/2021- 
081 

FGB to look at limitations of 
pay scale ceilings and 
understand staff 
motivation, retention and 
pathways for progression. 
Piece of work for 2021-22. 

Already been done with the change to LSA, 
pathways and Phase leaders etc. Main Payscale to 
Upper Payscale – the pay policy doesn’t clearly 
define how this works. – CLT to work on. Evidence 
should be significant and sustained. Review pay 
policy to ensure it meets the needs of the school 
and addresses the issue of moving through to 
Upper Pay Scale.  

Head, 
IC and 
SB  

May 
Meeting   

2021/2022 
Feb 092 

Following the finance audit, PW will review the current policy and procedure 
with regards to ensuring that Third Party Contractors are correctly insured. This 
will be addressed at the upcoming leadership and management visit. 

ND found latest version dated 2018 of school’s property maintenance guide. All 
the policies are in this so PW can compare these to the guidance to ensure they 
are compliant. 

PW ASAP 

2021/2022 
Mar 093 

RF to circulate the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to the GB. RF ASAP 

2021/2022 

Mar 094 

RF to send the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to AS (Action 093) and HT to send 
The Key guidance to AS ready for him to start reviewing the school website 
content regularly.  

RF, HT 
& AS 

ASAP 

 

Actions from this meeting 
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Reference Detail Action Who Due 

2021/22 
Apr 095 

CLT to review agenda of the next inset day to see if there would be 
opportunity for governors to attend. 

CLT ASAP 

2021/22 
Apr 096 

Governors to arrange to meet with new DH. CLT to inform governors of 
date for coffee morning should this be organised. 

All  ASAP  

    

 

 

 


